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I

n Martin Buber’s famous work, I and Thou, he
describes how a person can relate to another
with the whole being by illustrating how one
contemplates a tree:

I can look on it as a picture: a stiff column in a
shock of light, or splash of green shot with the
delicate blue and silver of the background.
I can perceive it as movement: flowing veins on
clinging, pressing pith, suck of the roots, breathing of the leaves, ceaseless commerce with earth
and air—and the obscure growth itself.
I can classify it in a species and study it as a type
in its structure and mode of life.
I can subdue its actual presence and form so
sternly that I recognize only as an expression
of law—of the laws in accordance with which a
constant opposition of forces is continually adjusted, or of those in accordance with which the
component substances mingle and separate.
I can dissipate it and perpetuate it in number, in
pure numerical relation.
In all this the tree remains my object, occupies
space and time, and has its nature and constitution. It can, however, also come about, if
I have both will and grace, that in considering the tree I become bound up in relation to
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it. The tree is now no longer It. I have been
seized by the power of exclusiveness.1
It is certainly necessary to value a tree as an it, as a
resource and as a commodity. We need trees and
can hardly do without them in daily life. But it
is certainly also our privilege to encounter a tree
and respect our relationship with a single tree or
an entire forest, if we have the will and grace. But
how are we to develop the will or to experience
the grace needed?
Philosophy professor Roger S. Gottlieb noted
that in the relatively recent past environmentalism may have been the burden of “eccentric loners, marginal philosophers, or leftist social critics,” but “religion is now a leading voice telling us
to respect the earth, love our nonhuman as well as
our human neighbors, and think deeply about our
social policies and our economic priorities.”2 Max
Oelschlaeger has claimed that “[t]here are no solutions for the systemic causes of ecocrisis, at least
in democratic societies, apart from religious narrative.”3 In his mind religion has an irreplaceable
role in resolving the environmental crisis. It is my
intention to survey just some of the religious resources found in the Judaic tradition which foster
a positive attitude toward earth care.
Yet we must begin by acknowledging that religion has been considered partly responsible for
the negative environmental situation. Lynn White

Jr.’s 1967 essay, “The Historical Roots of Our
Ecological Crisis,”4 sparked a debate on the role
of the Judeo-Christian tradition in the creation
of the modern ecological crisis. This essay provoked much response from all quarters regarding
which ideas do or do not contribute to the crisis. Various religious ideas have been accused of
supporting negative attitudes toward nature. For
example, famed American conservationist Aldo
Leopold believed that the “Abrahamic” concept of
land was the reason why conservation was getting
nowhere in his time.5 Also, in the view of historian Arnold Toynbee monotheism must be discarded
since it serves to sanction human entitlement and
wanton exploitation of the earth; pantheism must
be embraced to uphold
the dignity and sanctity
of all nature.6 Self-styled
“geologian” Thomas Berry
asserts that Christian eschatology, with its vision
of the end of the present
world, shares the blame
for the Church’s low level
of involvement in resolving the ecological crisis.7
There have been vigorous
responses to such claims
from every side. However, environmental damage
is not exclusive to cultures
and civilizations rooted
in the Judeo-Christian
tradition; even countries
greatly influenced by the
allegedly more “earthfriendly” eastern religions
have troublesome environmental records. Be
that as it may, world religions seem now to have
come into an “ecological phase” with a growing
sensitivity to environmental issues.

be given towards trees because “God planted the
Garden of Eden.” It is forbidden to dwell in a city
that has no garden in it. And then there is the
minor Jewish festival known as Tu B’ Shvat (the
New Year for Trees); when the winter ends in Israel trees are planted in both Israel and in Jewish
communities around the world. The tree motif is
of course not the only environmental link to the
Jewish tradition.
Aubrey Rose, a leading figure in Jewish community life, considers the best environmental link
of the many festivals to be Succot, or the Feast
of Tabernacles (Leviticus 23:33-43).8 A temporary structure is made; in Talmudic times people
slept in the tents they built,
and some still do. It is a reminder of the hard times in
the desert (Leviticus 23:43,
“This will remind each
new generation of Israelites
that their ancestors had to
live in shelters when I rescued them from the land
of Egypt”). In the synagogue and at home palm
branches are waved during
the prayers; myrtle and willow twigs and a citron are
used in the ritual with the
cry Hoshanna (“Save us, O
God”). Nature becomes a
means for Israel’s rejoicing
before God. On a deeper
level “it teaches that we are
all wanderers here, all equal,
all transient, all part of the
natural world around us, a
little lower than the angels,
yet still also creatures of dust and ashes, whose
bodies return to Mother Earth.”9 But not only in
various festivals but also in statements of belief
do we see a basis for a positive engagement with
nature.

Religion has been
considered partly
responsible for the
negative environmental
situation.

Returning to the image of the tree, Jewish environmentalists observe that the whole of Jewish
tradition is linked to trees: the tree of knowledge,
the tree of life, the trees wherein Adam and Eve
hid from the Lord after falling to temptation, etc.
On this theme,“Let the field exult, and everything
in it. Then shall all the trees of the wood sing for
joy” (Psalm 96). The Talmud speaks of the care to

In the Creation narrative (Genesis 1-2), there are
two well-defined moments upon which humanity’s environmental stewardship is based. First,
in Genesis 1:26-28 is the mandate to be fruitful
and multiply, fill the earth and subdue it. Second
is Genesis 2:15 in which the Lord God took the
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man and put him in the Garden of Eden to work
it and take care of it. These duties call for man to
act as God’s steward of the earth, to manage and
to even transform nature. Christian theologians
debate the name of this dominion: responsible
stewardship or wanton exploitation. Rav Kook
(1865-1935) stated what seems obvious among
Jewish theologians:
No rational person can doubt that the Torah,
when it commands people to ‘rule over the
fishes of the sea and the birds of the sky and
all living things that move on the earth’ does
not have in mind a cruel ruler who exploits
his people and servants
for his own will and
desires—God forbid
that such a detestable
law of slavery [be attributed to God] who
‘is good to all and his
tender care rests upon
all his creatures’ (Psalm
145:9) and ‘the world is
built on tender mercy’
(Psalm 89:3).10

be considered important to “maintaining the ecological equilibrium and serve as the most efficient
biocontrol agents of species.”12 Sixth, the concept
of sustainability is supported by Deuteronomy
22:6-7, “If you find a bird’s nest . . . and there are
young ones or eggs in it with the mother sitting in
the nest, do not take the mother with the young.”
Seventh, there are injunctions to prevent excess
cruelty to animals (e.g., “The godly are concerned
for the welfare of their animals” Proverbs 12:10).
Eighth, social justice is connected to ecological vitality. Ninth, the concept and the practice of the
Sabbath is extended to the earth itself. Tenth, the
virtues of humility, moderation and mercifulness,
which are necessary for
standing in a covenantal
relationship with God,
are the same virtues that
enable one to be a good
steward of creation.

Originally, food was the
connection between the
earth and humans, but
now energy, minerals and
money take up the role
that food once played.

Hava Tirosh-Samuelson
delineates the ethics of entrusted responsibility toward nature found in biblical and rabbinic sources.11
His work is summarized
here. First, land-based commandments express the belief that God is the true owner of the land. The
first portions of the harvest are returned to the
owner (e.g., the first sheaf of barley, the first fruit
of produce, etc.). Second, there is special attention
to trees. For example, Leviticus 19:23 commands
that during the first three years of growth, the
fruits of newly planted trees are not to be eaten
because they are considered God’s property.
Third, many environmental regulations are legitimized by appealing to the principle of “do not
destroy” (Bal Taschit), a prohibition on wanton
destruction. Fourth, concern for the protection
of diversity is found in biblical legislation (e.g.,
Leviticus 19:19, Deuteronomy 22:9-11). Fifth,
the prohibitions on eating unclean animals may
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Many writers have creatively integrated Jewish
tradition and environmental themes, some
pointing out various biblical environmental practices and Talmudic principles, some adapting the
practices of the Sabbath,
sabbatical year (shemitta), and jubilee (yovel) to
contemporary society.13
Arthur Waskow, for example, considers how to
apply the code of eating kosher food to modern
life an essay titled “What is Eco-Kosher?”14 He
asks, “Are tomatoes that have been grown by
drenching the earth in pesticides ‘eco-kosher’ to
eat at a wedding reception?” “Is newsprint that
has been made by chopping down an ancient and
irreplaceable forest ‘eco-kosher’ to use for a newspaper?” “Are windows and doors so carelessly
built that the warm air flows out through them
and the furnace keeps burning all night ‘eco-kosher’ for a home or a public building?” “Is a bank
that invests the depositors’ money in an oil company that befouls the ocean an ‘eco-kosher’ place
to deposit money?” Originally, food was the connection between the earth and humans, but now

energy, minerals and money take up the role that
food once played. “That is why an eco-kosher approach to life requires us to look beyond food to
such other consumable items as wood, oil and
aluminum, and to where and how we save and invest our money.”15 Waskow also says the Sabbath
challenges the reality of unrestrained technology
by giving the entire earth the right to rest.
More can be said about the connection between the
Sabbath and the land. “Land is a central, if not the
central theme of biblical faith.”16 In Judaism, the
prosperity of the land depends on the people’s
obedience to God’s covenant (Deuteronomy
11:13-17). Even in human unfaithfulness, God
would care for the land: “all the time that [the
land] lies desolate, while you are in exile in the
land of your enemies, your land shall enjoy its
sabbaths to the full” (Leviticus 26:27-35). As
humans and domestic animals enjoyed a weekly
Sabbath (Exodus 20:10), the land was to experience a Sabbath every seven years (Leviticus
25:2). Rabbi Shlomo Riskin speaks of the practice of Shemitta: a sabbatical for the land, allowing
the land to lie fallow.17 It is forbidden to plant,
plough or harvest during each seventh year. “The
rest imposed during the sabbatical year facilitates
the restoration of nutrients and the improvement
of the soil, promotes diversity in plant life, and
helps maintain vigorous cultivars.”18 During that
year the land belongs to no one, or rather to everyone. What does this practice teach us? First,
the land does not belong to us. We cannot truly
possess physical things, and we must ultimately
release them. Second, the Shemitta teaches us
what the Sabbath also teaches us: our time does
not belong to us, but only to God. Third, we do
not belong to the land, we are not enslaved by
work on the land. Fourth, “just as the land was
allowed to absorb sun, rain and dew, the farmer
for an entire year could absorb the sun, rain and
dew of Torah study.”19 Rabbi Riskin suggests we
extend Shemitta to the realities of the industrial
age: the entire society would be enriched by everyone taking sabbaticals. This is perhaps the way
to cultivate the will and grace to contemplate a tree
and the world entire.
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